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Emerging in the context of an evolving urbanism in Melbourne, the public realm of E-Gate embodies a critical
opportunity to at once offer exemplary urban open space
for a rapidly growing population while harnessing the ecologically restorative potential of the next generation of this
“smart” city’s urban form.
A defining element to the E-Gate open space concept will
be the integration of what we have termed the Productive
Realm. Specifically this concept deals with the localized
generation of power, food and clean water. The Productive
Realm is akin to the public realm but focused on the integration of productive elements into the urban environment.
The ability for urban areas to produce energy, clean water
and food for local consumption has obvious environmental benefits and results in a reformed aesthetic. E-Gate
provides an excellent opportunity to integrate a productive
realm overlay in a newly developed piece of the city.
Through an intensive activity network of food and energyproduction, water treatment systems, and the intimate
experience of an interlinked hierarchy of socialy relevantplaces, the landscape of E-Gate is positioned to offer a
layered open space response to the shifting challenges
it will face in the decades ahead. Beyond the challenging
technical aspects of this project lies the essential social
network and establishment of a strong vibrant sense of
place.
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For the E-Gate concept to be successful it must strive to
develop an imagability that represents a paradigm shift,
the public and productive realms.
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E-Gate Urban Design Report
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Process sketches from numerous charrettes drawn by myself, Yurie Tyblewich, Jon Shinkfield, Tim O’Loan & Blake Sanborn.

figure 01: the big grey box
25

E-Gate Urban Design Report

Access, Mobility and Movement

9
07 Pedestrian dominated environment.

09 Create permeability to established surrounding
neighbourhoods, by establishing a multitude of thru-site
linkages

11 E-Gate [North Melbourne] Station creates precinct

13 Provide a diversity and variety of “promenades,
streets, arbours, laneways, alleys, walkways and paths.

08 Ensure NO [limited] private vehicle access to public
realm within E-Gate precinct

10 New “Handsome” activated land bridge over rail way,

12 “Full” multi-modal, “pedestrian focussed’ integration
into adjoining neighbourhoods.

14 Arbours, laneways, alleys, walkways at maximum
30m spacing.

[@ station environs]

multi-modal hub, including heavy/light rail, bus, private
vehicle [car, motorbikes, cycles, etc]

E-Gate Urban Design Report

Land Use and Activity

Environment, Landscape and Open Space

15 Deliver resource re-use and energy minimisation.

17 Create a “productive” landscape outcome

19 Moonee Ponds Creek corridor as precinct open

16 Adopt a natural [ecological] processes and systems

18 Adopt, and embrace an “altered terrain”, in response

20 Create [indicative 100X100m] “lattice” of multi nodal

development framework, with an urban rather than
suburban character and quality.

to the existing site topography convergent on Moonee
Ponds Creek environs.

space/environmental/ focus.

“respite areas”.

01 Mixed
use,open
diverse,
equitable and integrated
21 Establish a hierarchy
of urban
spaces.

03 Complement West/ North Melbourne and Dockland
precincts, by addressing existing land use deficiencies.

05 Provide numerous, discrete “address points’ to [new]
Western Boulevard.

02 Provide a balanced residential/ employment/
commerical conifuration

04 Create layered hierarchy and balanced, fine grain
composition of activities throughout precinct, including a
variety of street level activities and composition.

06 Create [indicative 100X100m] “lattice” of multi nodal
“attractors”.

community.
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Process sketches from numerous charrettes drawn by myself, Yurie Tyblewich, Jon Shinkfield, Tim O’Loan & Blake Sanborn.

Design Principles
Twelve key principles have emerged as the drivers of the
E-Gate Landscape. These describe the individual spatial,
ecological and movement systems within the public
realm and define the essential functional elements of the
landscape. This document describes how these systems
interrelate to create a robust strategic framework for the
open spaces of E-Gate. In addition to the principles the
masterplan was developed with the following four broad
climatic, environment and spatial elements;

site

circulation network

hierarchy of open space

tree strategy

public realm

2K circuit

bicycle strategy

water systems

lattice of open space

journey lines

vehicular mobility

rooftop strategy

Sun

Wind

Materials

Vegetation

An effective passive design measure is shading to prevent
heat gain and then radiation in the summer months.
Another very effective design measure is how exterior
spaces allow solar gain through structures or trees
integrated into the landscape design. This approach can
reduce internal energy demands and significantly increase
day time warmth in outdoor areas during the winter
months enabling spaces to be comfortable and used
all year round, to this end there is the exciting potential
of E-gate’s landscape to be an inviting and seasonally
responsive environment.

Air movement is a key mechanism to create comfort in
outdoor heat. Air movement or ventilation has a direct
impact on lowering temperatures, the sensation of a
breeze on the skin creates a feeling of cooling and comfort.
Landscape features can be used to guide natural breezes
into and through key public areas.

The selection of materials will be essential to many aspects
of sustainable landscape design, in terms of embodied
energy and origin. Consideration of the solar reflectance
index (SRI) and the absorption characteristics, when it is
new and how it changes over time, a materials relevance
to other developments in the vicinity and the extended
docklands environment, the ecological, cultural, historic
significance of materials and their use will all be critical to
the creation of a pleasant landscape space.

Vegetation can add to the thermal buffering provided by
careful selection of materials. Vegetation can cool the
atmosphere in various ways – as a surface to avoid heat
gain and as a shading device. Climbing vines combined
with shading structures, as well as ‘green’ roofs and walls,
when well designed, can provide some very effective
microclimate solutions. Desert roofs with zero irrigation
would also provide a surface that will minimise heat gain to
the top of buildings.
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MASTERPLAN

Small channels known as ‘runnels’ convey water through the pedestrian
areas through the narrower laneways of the site. Water from roof top areas is
conveyed to the ground along the strips of vegetated growing medium

In the broader pedestrian street areas
the channels become ‘urban streams’.
During most times of the year these
will remain relativly dry, however
even in shorter rain events the urban
streams are expected to have visable
water moving through them.
The passive irrigation of larger
veegetation adn trees is possible via
the cahanneled storm water.

.5-1m

A-A

1-3m

1

The water strategy forms a strong
part of the visual character of E-Gate.
This illustration shows how the water
is conveyed through treatment beds
along the Footscray Boulevard edge of
the site.

Large water treatment ponds and
wetlands make up much of the
western parkland area. These are fed
by the urban storm water runoff. By
the time much of this water arrives
at the wetlands it has been treated
within the streets of E-Gate.

1.5m
3-20m

Moonee Ponds Creek

2m

1.5m
Treatment Wetland

2m

1.5m
series of ponds

A

< 60m = energy production

32 - 60m = intensive
horticulture

> 32m = roof gardens
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ESD Roof Diagrams

Duplex Lvl 1

Outside

PRODUCTION

AGRICULTURE ROOF GARDEN

INTENSIVE ROOF SYSTEM

ROOF TOP GREEN HOUSE

SCALE 1:50@A1

Final architecture typologies & exterior systems diagrams are the result of numerous charrettes with AECOM’s Landscape Architecture and Urban Design Teams along with Fender
Katsilidis Architects, Bernardo Grasselli, Jose Alfano & Karl Fender.

ESD Residential Diagram
SCALE 1:50@A1

CROSS VENTILATION

Circulation

Office
Outside
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Winter Garden

CROSS VENTILATION

ESD Office Diagram
SCALE 1:50@A1

TYPOLOGY 01 AND 02

TYPOLOGY 03

DOUBLE GLAZING / HIGH
PERFORMANCE GLASS

POWER GENERATION ROOF

1

GREEN ROOF:
URBAN AGRICULTURE
OPEN ROOF GARDEN

DOUBLE GLAZING / HIGH
PERFORMANCE GLASS

UPPER PLANTED TERRACE

VEGETATION TO CONTROL
TRAFFIC NOISE

DIRECT SUNLIGHT
PROTECTION : LOUVRES

DIRECT SUNLIGHT PROTECTION
& NOISE BARRIER : LOUVRES

GREEN ROOF
USER CONTROLLED
CROSS VENTILATION

NOISE BARRIER : LOUVRES

HIGHLY INSULATED SHELL

USER CONTROLLED
CROSS VENTILATION

ECO MATERIALS FINISHES

30% FENESTRATION
ECO MATERIALS FINISHES
HIGHLY INSULATED SHELL

TYPOLOGY 04
TYPOLOGY 05

INTERNAL ATRIUM

POWER GENERATION ROOF

HIGHLY INSULATED SHELL

OPEN ROOF GARDEN
USER CONTROLLED
CROSS VENTILATION

DOUBLE GLAZING / HIGH
PERFORMANCE GLASS

USER CONTROLLED
CROSS VENTILATION

DIRECT SUNLIGHT PROTECTION
& NOISE BARRIER : OPERABLE LOUVRES

HIGHLY INSULATED SHELL

UPPER PLANTED TERRACE
30% FENESTRATION

WINTER GARDEN

ECO MATERIALS FINISHES

ECO MATERIALS FINISHES

DOUBLE GLAZING / HIGH
PERFORMANCE GLASS

30% FENESTRATION

GREEN WALL

LOWER PLANTED TERRACE

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABLE DESIGN PRINCIPLES:
DIRECT SUNLIGHT PROTECTION: OVERHANGS / LOUVES / FINS / VEGETATION
USER CONTROLLED CROSS VENTILATION IN ALL APARTMENTS
NOISE BARRIER IN ARCHITECTURAL FEATURE AND VEGETATION TO CONTROL TRAFFIC NOISE
MAXIMUM DEPTH FROM OPENINGS OF 7M TO MAXIMIZE DAY LIGHT
INTERNAL ATRIUMS
30% FENESTRATION
HIGHLY INSULATED SHELL
DOUBLE GLAZING AND HIGH PERFORMANCE GLASS
WINTER GARDENS
HOT WATER & HEATING BY HEAT RECYCLING
FULL WATER RECYCLING

HIGH CEILING TO PROVIDE THERMAL BUFFER, IMPROVE SUMMER COMFORT
COMMUNAL DRYING ROOM OR DRYING CLOSET IN LAUNDRY ROOM USING RECYCLE HEAT FROM CENTRAL
THERMAL PLANT
EXHAUST STACK - REDUCE LOCAL POLLUTION TO NEIGHBOURING APARTMENT THAT ARE NATURALLY
VENTILATED
MAKE-UP AIR SUPPLY AROUND COOKTOP - REDUCE CONDITIONED AIR BEING EXTRACTED THROUGH KITCHEN
EXHAUST
REGENERATIVE ELEVATORS
NATURALLY VENTILATED LIFT LOBBIES AND CORRIDORS MAY BE DAYLIT
BEST PRACTICE DETAIL DESIGN MINIMISE THERMAL BRIDGING ESPECIALLY AT SHADING DEVICE
CONNECTIONS
HEAT EXCHANGER TO PRECONDITION OUTDOOR AIR

GREEN WALL: STORM WATER RETENTION, SHADE, SUN PROTECTION
GREEN ROOF: URBAN AGRICULTURE / RECREATION / GREEN HOUSE OR OPEN ROOF GARDEN / CAN
INCLUDE FERTILISERS FROM WATER RECYCLING PLANT
POWER GENERATION ROOFS: PHOTOVOLTAIC / WIND TURBINES
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR FINISHES USING ECO MATERIALS
MINIMAL CAR PARKING RATE
BICYCLE PARKING MAXIMIZED
ELECTRIC CAR CHARGING DEPOT
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION TO MINIMISE WASTER AND ONSITE POLLUTION
IMPROVE INFILTRATION CONTROL THROUGH BEST PRACTICE DETAIL DESIGN
ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING
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East Square facing West
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E-Gate Park facing East

E-Gate Civic Square facing North
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Doncaster Hill

Victoria Australia - Manningham Civic Centre Public Realm

The Manningham Civic Centre forms the central focus of
the Doncaster Hill area and the City of Manningham. As
a series of new buildings, pavilions and public spaces it
provides a community hub that demonstrates leadership in
integrated community initiatives, hosts the regional library
and learning centre and provides a civic public space that
hosts exhibitions, festival and concerts.

AECOM was engaged by Manningham City Council and
the Department of Planning and Community Development
to develop the concept design and design development
documentation in conjunction with Haskell Architects. We
provided water sensitive urban design water balance modeling, a youth based consultation strategy and a strong design focus on the public realm areas of the project.
The Doncaster Hill Civic Precinct is located at the heart of
the broader development area. The Civic Precinct hosts the
municipal buildings, entertainment areas, exhibition spaces, outdoor learning, recreational open space and mixed
used development areas. I was a key Landscape Architect
on this project for Manningham City Council and the Department of Planning and Community Development, assisting Haskell Architects to produce a preliminary master plan
for the precinct.
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International built work (built)
Melbourne, VIC Australia
Doncaster Hill, Civic Precinct

Photos of phase 1 built. 8 15 2013
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variety of surface materials
quiet play space
open adaptable grassy area
playground equipment
large sand pit

grassy area / gentle slopes
quiet play space
seating for children and adults
small sand pit
smooth “non-abrasive” surfaces
level grassy area for crawling
garden

0-2

121.4
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3-5

120.5
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area limits

seating for adults
seating to promote participation
quiet play space
open adaptable grassy area
storage space / mural wall
playground equipment
smooth “non-abrasive” surface
vegetable/herb/flower garden

122.0
tree canopy

perimeter fence

area exclusions

planted 3:1 slopes

(30) Kindergarden
226.88 m2
(210 min.)

(19) 3-5 yr.
169.11 m2
(133 min.)

(8) 2-3 yr.
109.62 m2
(56 min.)

150:300mm steps

(8) 0-2 yr.
59.19 m2
(56 min.)

grassy open space

play equipment

quiet playspace

sand pit

formal seating
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Toolern Park

Victoria Australia

The key attributes of the Toolern public realm consist of com- Our understanding of context for water management
Ephemeral waterbodies to the Regional Parklands
ponents that are core to creating a socially and environmenat the Toolern development site has been accumulated
tally sustainable development;
through detailed insight into the collective intentions
and needs of the stakeholders and is summarised as
• Water capture, cleansing, irrigating and storage
follows:
• Urban ecologies
Regional and precinct infrastructure currently being• Increased biodiversity
planned by Western Water and Melbourne Water pro• Fruiting - productive and educational gardens
vides an easily managed and affordable platform for
• Social activation – walking, cycling and play
Integrated Urban Water Management within the ToolEmbedded within each of these key components are key prin- ern PSP. Toolern provides the developer with two opciples of social and environmental sustainability, informed by portunities to build on this platform and progress the
an appreciation of the existing landscape systems and micr Toolern community towards becoming a model for the
climate in the context of future climate change and sustainable ‘water sensitive city’ approach.
urbanization.

Embedded within each of these key components are key
principles of social and environmental sustainability,
informed by an appreciation of the existing landscape
systems and microclimate in the context of future
climate change and sustainable urbanisation.
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WATER
cleansing
detaining
irrigating

FRUITING

BIODIVERSITY

SUSTAINABILITY

ECOLOGY
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REGIONAL PARKLANDS KEY PRINCPLES
Water retention

Increased biodiversity

Ecological integrity

Stormwater will be treated thoughout the development
by rain gardens so that on entry to the parkland it
will be free from sediment and pollutants, and whilst
serving as a water storage element for Western Water
will provide a place of recreation and habitat,.

Revegetation of the riparian vegetation communities
to the parklands will increase biodiversity in
both the parklands and region, providing much
ora and fauna

Revegetation to the parklands will enhance ecologies
through the succession and development of former
bushland that once occurred within the local region.
The southern portion of the park will provide a
gateway to a proposed Grey Box woodland.

View from pedestrian shareway to active sports zone

Social activation

Productive + educational landscapes

xed
tness
equipment, amphitheatres, play amenities and picnic
areas to name a few, all connected by over XX km of
trails to encourage active and healthy lifestyles.

Productive and educational landscapes will be focused
around the community facilities to the north of the
parkland.These spaces will become a place of learning
and social exchange where residents and visitors
can learn about sustainability, permaculture and the
environment in the context of a productive landscape.

REGIONAL PARKLANDS
The regional parklands will provide a contemporary ecology and recreational parkland
that will build upon the existing Parks Victoria concept plan. The evolution of the design
will connect parkland and development and will have the following key functions;

Programdiagram

Amphitheatre
A
mphit
ith
it
heatre

community events and gatherings

accti
t ve
ve spo
po
p
ort
r ts
active
sports

open grasslands

permaculture and productive landscapes

creekline pathways
picnics

open water and recreation
water polishing and storage

birdwatching and habitat

regional play
spectators

habitat

REGIONAL PARKLANDS

Circulation networks
The circulation networks encourage activity
and exercise through a structured hierarchy
of pathways, connecting parklands and
development consisting of the following;
Copenhagen style bike path to the perimeter of the
park connecting the school, sports and community
centre with the sports precinct to the south of the site
Shared trail to the creek line for
both pedestrians and cyclists
Secondary network of paths and trails connecting
key elements and experiences within the parklands

Water Sensitive Urban Design

Active and Recreation Zones

Grasslands

Revegetation

Productive and formal trees

Water reaches the parkland from the development in a
cleansed form as it will have passed through numerous
treatment systems within the development before a
nal cleansing in the wetlands adjacent to the open
water body. Water will be stored within the water body
as part of the Western water harvesting scheme. The
open water body will provide parkland habitat and
recreation for the residents and broader community.

Two sports zones are proposed to the parklands, with
a ten hectare zone to the north and an eight hectare
c sports amenities will be
ned in consultation with the community and
ne programmatic requirements.

Low maintenance grasslands will complement the
existing site character in the parklands and will provide
a sense of open space and a natural setting that will
be utilized by the regional community for passive
open space activities such as picnics and walking.

The parkland revegetation is a key element
to the parklands providing:

Productive trees will feature to the periphery of the
parklands adjacent to the community centre. These
will be structured in the form of a mini orchard that will
be run in conjunction with the adjacent community
gardens, sustainability and Permacultural centre.

The sports zones will be integrated into the
broader parklands character with indigenous
trees stitching sports areas and revegation
zones together – refer illustrative montages.
An amphitheatre will be located adjacent to the
northern sports zone that will provide a regional
facility for outdoor community gatherings.

Both regional and local play elements are proposed in
the parklands. The regional play area will be located to
the south of the parklands opposite the southern sports
zone. Smaller but related local play facilities are located
along the creek line pathway at the junction of path
networks. Play elements to these areas consist of the
tness and play elements that are
detailed in the signage strategy component of this report.

Increased habitat,
Increased biodiversity
A role in climate mitigation
nition of space/use.
The vegetation is structured so as to provide shelter from
colder southerly winds, whilst allowing warm (yet cooling)
breezes though the site from the north westerly direction.
Continuous canopies are restricted from 100 meters
re
re zone, scatted
canopies will provide shade and respite to park users.

Trees will be planted to the edges of key path
networks to provide shade and to reinforce the
circulation hierarchy. Some exotic shade trees will
be planted to turf areas, such as that adjacent
to the water body, where deciduous trees are
desirable for shade in summer and sun in winter.

Regional Park Open Space
Structure Diagram
Key
1.

Regional amphitheatre for
outdoor concerts and events

2.

Picnic area - play areas, shelter,
and seating

3.

Regional play facilities

4.

10ha sports zone consisting of
elds and associated
carparking (60spaces) and
facilities such as amenities block,
kiosk, shelters and seating

5.

1

Productive landscapes to be
incorporated with sustainability
centre

6.

Grass landscape with grassy
woodland revegetation

7.

Copenhagen style bike path

8.

Creekline pedestrian shareway

9.

Creek crossing
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10. Creekline grassy woodland
revegetation
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11. Open water body
12. Ephemeral water bodies
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13. Open lawn and formal landscapes
for picnics

12

14. Extended plains woodland and
revegetation
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15. 8ha sports zone consisting of
elds and associated
carparking (60spaces) and
facilities such as amenities block,
shelters and seating
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View from Regional Parklands to open water body
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LINEAR PARKS

COMMUNITY PARKS
Community parks will play a key role in
the new community by providing localized
meeting spaces that provide places of:
Food production (community gardens)
Community ownership and sense of place
Meeting and social exchange
Play and discovery
Ecologies and habitat
Climate mitigation and wind attenuation
cation and passive irrigation
Shade and Sun

Community parks are distributed evenly thoughout
the neighborhoods so that they are within a 200 meter
walking distance from any resident. Spatially, these
ord to be small in spatial requirements,
yet not compromising program and activity. These
smaller spaces will be vital in community building
and social exchange, creating neighborhoods that
are socially and economically sustainable.

Typical linear park cross section

It is intended that the smaller of these parks will
have minimal turf areas (if any) as this is provided
in quantity at the neighborhood and regional
parkland typologies as provision for more active
play/sport, reducing the need for irrigation and
maintenance in the local park environment.

Typical linear park
Keyplan
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View towards the comunity garden with play amenities to the background

Water

Circulation

Captured stormwater is day
lighted in the parks by using the
change in topography to expose
stormwater pipes to passively
irrigate turf areas and vegetation
to create a lush landscape for the
amenity of residents. Any excess
stormwater is drained back into
the stormwater network and
continues its journey to the
Linear park plan
linear parks and water storage
Key
1. Rain gardens with seating under shade
in the Regional Parklands.
2.

Indigenous canopy trees to provide visual and
habitat connections to parklands

3.

Gabion mesh wall day lighting stormwater pipes

4.

Passively irrigated fruiting trees

5.

Open lawn

7.

Shade trees with seating under

Program

Park circulation will connect
with a broader site wide
circulation network that
encourages walking trips
rather than vehicular. Key
park circulation principles are;

Key Views
er

a range of open spaces
for passive use, including
but not limited to;
Community gardens
(managed by XXX)

To connect adjacent
street footpaths

Children’s play with
tness elements

To use footpaths to help
ne public and private
open space where lots
immediately front park spaces

Small turf zones

Ecologies
Indigenous forests will provide
an urban island for bird life,
encouraging birds into and
through the development

View lines from streets are
will terminate on vegetation
where possible to provide a
green backdrop connecting
parkland with development

Predominantly, the
vegetative palette will be
indigenous to minimize
water consumption and
provide habitat for bird life.

Shaded seating spaces

Grasses and tussocks without
a tree canopy will be planted
to some spaces so as to
encourage favorable winds
ect

Indigenous forests as habitat
canopies and wind breaks

Typical community park

tness equipment
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Linear park plan
Key
1.

Rain gardens with seating under shade

2.

Indigenous canopy trees to provide visual and
habitat connections to parklands

3.

Gabion mesh wall day lighting stormwater pipes

4.

Passively irrigated fruiting trees

5.

Open lawn

7.

Shade trees with seating under
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tness equipment
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Key
1.

Open lawn passively irrigated by stormwater

5.

Community garden

40
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Analysis
1/2 acre of lawn skirts a typical ranch house set
against the only wooded patch in the area.
Sprawling commercial development has voraciously
rooting itself a stone’s throw away to the south and
west. An unclear line separates unmanaged industry
complexes and this residential community. Surface runoff from the neighborhood works its way
across this yard and navigates through the north side
of the basement wall occasionally flooding the
home. The drainage problem makes itself evident
annually, and has become a serious concern.
Implied by the local feeding birds, raccoon family,
and other random evidence of wildlife is a modest
sanctuary amidst adverse environmental conditions.
30 species of songbirds have been cataloged by
homeowner Gail Riley, who is both a veteran school
teacher and an amateur ornithologist. A walking
survey of the nearby woods leads us to select
a plate of local vegetation to include river birch,
lily of the valley, blueberry, bayberry, winterberry,
summersweet, and cranberry viburnum.
Program
A pea stone pathway which doubles as a swale
draws the water to a lowpoint in the backyard.
Patches of lawn are defined to create varying senses
of enclosure and provide a system of hierarchical
organization. Excavation of the drainage scheme
revealed several tons of existing native stones
which serve to retain slopes, provide seating, and
unify the garden experience. Birds are the topic of
conversation here. A myriad of chirps and whistles
acknowledge the native plant palate.

Riley Garden
N TIVEspace

Gardner MA

5

A precise design was left out, no formal
analysis or program. No plan or threedimensional rendering aided the project. A common respect for materiality
and technique by myself and the clients
would generate the work. The design
is interested in revealing causality; the
progression of Earth’s physiography
from historical geology to the agrarian
and urban human landscapes of today.
It was important for us to resolve why
their home is where it is, how its domestic form has and will continue to evolve,
and what measures can be reasonably
achieved based on the assignment
of the particular elements of the place
within a formal scale of values. But most
importantly, how it functions within the
larger ecological matrix.
What lends greater legibility to this philosophy was the participation in the
creative process as the environmental assets are flushed out of obscurity.
A collegial and deliberative approach
to real materials and conditions progressed within a consequential and
physically bound context. The granite
and shale outcrop is the anchor, a diffused evergreen canopy the shelter. The
pond through the living Hemlock and
Pine columns draws the eye outward.

Stonework By The Pond
N TIVEspace

Wendell MA

6

Bedard
Residence
space
N TIVE

Hubbardston, MA

Analysis
An addition has doubled the square footage
of thistwo story cape, providing the needed
living space for the large family who lives
here. The newinterior is open and inspired by
a charming old world aesthetic. Lawn dominates the immediate vicinity, surrounded by
the native ecosystem of central Massachusetts. A 15’ hill separates the two parts of
the structureindicating an interesting change
in topography and a circulation design challenge. Anunderutilized entry to the front of
the original structure is nearly inaccessible,
and the new main entry is perched six feet
above the driveway level, supported by a
temporary deck and staircase.
Program
This garden embodies rhythm and harmony,
growing from a rocky hillside, framed by native
vegetation. Walking moves us through the
experience. Resting within it engraves a sense of
permanence. Radiating tangents of granite
spiral up challenging topography, each retaining the earth above it, and together establishing an ascending or descending rhythm.
Lines indicate form by shaping the edges of
materials. Structural habits and limitations of
stone are explored to extend their confines.
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a contatto con il territorio

riconversione agricola

This line of inquiry stems from an investigation of the agricultural significance of the archipelago in alignment with a belief that we
can bring together disparate pieces of the area’s history and landscapes into a productive cohesion of heritage, activity, and socioeconomic advancement. The intention is to re-activate and showcase the context for what it truly is. Santo Stefano, whose terrain
and structures represent the broader context of the Maddalena archipelago, is the gateway to Maddalena National Park, and thus
to an understanding of the history and ecology of the greater archipelago. This history and ecology can’t however, be imagined as
something thats fossilized in time, but rather, it must be engaged through active recreation and educational programs that espouse
the greater mission of the park.
The Serra Farm, as well as the military remnants on the island espouse the most relevant organizational system in this conversation
we’re having about a resolution between the unparalleled ecological and visual impact here, and the abandoned points of defense.
A network of marooned defensible structures and the formerly productive landscapes of the Serra Farm imply an overarching framework. A pixilated arrangement of follies, that are being assimilated into the place, as their use evolves into obsolescence.

7
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There is a pronounced change in elevation signaling a fertile valley within the two promontories on
Santo Stefano. The valley is really a corridor, attracting not only the sheet flow of rain from the two
adjacent watersheds, but also the current of tourists and students to and from the mainland.

7

Existing pathways pick up the connections where the sea left off, unifying all the developments proposed in this scheme. The
existing gravel roads will be re-assigned as the primary island loop, while secondary and tertiary circuits or tangents will occur
where their needed to unite the key cultural site features with the larger transportation network. The paths physically join the
experience, and with a few enhancements they’ll afford hikers and those on mountain bikes a good deal of movement and union
with the terrain.
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Circle Mumbai

A new means of movement and distribution for India’s island city.

Transportation infrastructure is the spine of economic and
social growth. Other agendas for urban renewal follow. The
current motivation to accelerate development of the many
proposed mass circulation schemes in Mumbai should be encouraged as they represent necessary steps in inviting both
domestic and foreign direct investment into other contingent
arenas of the city’s economy.
At the 2007 India Infrastructure Investment Conference, it was
asserted that while current spending on infrastructure has
been about five percent of GDP, it is now targeted to be nine
percent by 2012, which would call for an investment of about
500 billion dollars over the next five years.
The proposal before you works at the regional scale by physically unifying the five key Central Business Districts in Greater
Mumbai with a singular organized ring corridor. As an urban
design framework it willencourage the inevitable and increasing densification of the city to happen along this road, (which
already exists as a composite of iterative micro-connections
but lacks a higher cohesion.)

Where the “circle” navigates through the unique districts of
Mumbai it will enhance the public capacity and mobility through
Air Rights development. Determined spatially at the neighborhood scale by social infrastructure, pedestrian circulation networks and microclimate, each composition is adaptable to the
dynamic foreground matrix and part of a decisive and fundamental strategy for not only increasing, but also strengthening
Mumbai’s carrying capacity in the coming years.
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Circle Mumbai
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Servicios La Prusia
Organizing Principles :

Landscape and architectural form & structure being
inextricably linked to an emphasis on social interaction
and collaboration in La Prusia must be correspondingly organized to both anticipate and accommodate
program and circulation in such a way to enhance the
potential of social design through ecological sensibility
and environmental kinship.The diversity of these public
and intimate landscape elements alike contributes significantly to the visual richness of the overall site and
should guide all development considerations to prevent future encroachment.

Planting Principles :

All future planting outside of the preservation spaces
will reinforce the concept of a cultivated nature, where
native species are carefully selected and reintroduced
in appropriate ways which reflect and enhance the diversity and spatial integrity of the preservation areas.

“La Prusia begins where the road ends.”

Recommendations :

1.Existing productive vegetation is the datum for the organization of social spaces.
2.Preserved groves of trees are delineated with a physical
no-cut/no-fill marker based on their specific canopy footprint.
3.The outer-most drip edge of the tree canopy serves as
the dominant means of demarcation for the preserved areas.
4.Surface lines extending from the horizontal layout of the
protected areas informs the spatial arrangement of all further spatial and structural interventions.
5.These protected areas will be designated as public
realm.

9

Diagrams studying the feasibility of specific
sites for housing, economic and recreational clusters. The edge opportunity created
by the preservation areas is elastic and accommodating to the ambitious variety of
program that is being proposed. By guiding
habitation and social engagement through
the flexible and sculptural form of the forest canopy and the unique interpretation of
families and community members, the project at once imbues a sense of pride and
place.

9
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existing conditions

canopy preservation

build potential

social gateways

Infrastructure Principles :

The absorption and collection of
rainwater is crucial for sustaining the
viability of the development’s
ecological and socioeconomic
capacity.
Low-cost and low-maintenance
systems of stormwater management
are prioritized over “piped”, catch-basin
/detention systems that repel runoff
over and through impervious
structures.
More expensive and ecologically
harmful “solutions” will be curbed
whenever possible. Instead, rainwater is
to be treated as part of the visible
landscape. Open streams and swales
will provide all necessary conveyance
and infiltration.

Recommendations :

1. Vehicular and pedestrian circulation
through the site will be designed in
accordance with the recommendations
of the canopy preservation framework.
2. Any significant environmental impact
(roads, etc.) will occur outside of designated
no-cut/no-fill areas.
3. Porous paving units (adoquines) will
comprise the surface condition of
the circulation systems.
4. Wet meadows at either end of the site
serve as dominant central points
for the articulation of surrounding activity.
As historical and ecological
nodes they are to be reinforced and
enhanced through recommended
policies that comply with preservation
efforts.

Student Work:
Dane Carlson
Fall 2012

[

SPECIFIC
PROGRAMS

] [

SPATIAL
CLASSIFICATION

]

PROXIMITY PROGRAM
POTENTIAL & SPATIAL
ACTIVATION

GATHERING SPACE: vendor serves people at
gatherings from home business
WATER HARVESTING: provides water for
commercial use
STOREFRONT
EXCHANGE
HOME BUSINESS

GROWING SPACE: provides produce and other
supplies for processing
COMMERCE

PRODUCTION SPACE: allows goods to be
produced
SEATING: provides space for customers
to sit/eat/talk/use
SHADE: provides comfortable microclimate
for business/customers
OPEN SPACE: potential for market or
space for vending table

WATER STORAGE: provides on-demand
irrigation for agriculture
TOPOGRAPHIC WATER SUPPLY: allows for passive
irrigation of plantings

AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION
NON-CONSUMABLE
ORGANIC PRODUCTION

VERTICAL GROWING SPACE: allows production
of specific climbing plants
PRODUCTION

PROCESSING (HOME
CONSUMPTION/
COMMERCE)

PROCESSING SPACE: allows goods to be
processed
COMMERCE SPACE: allows goods to be
marketed/sold
LIVESTOCK SPACE: provides manure for
agricultural use
SUNLIGHT: necessary for crop growth

SHADE: provides comfortable microclimate
for gathering and occupying space

GATHERING SPACE
FLEX SPACE
PLAYSPACE
OPEN SPACE

COMMUNITY

COMMERCE SPACE: provides potential vending
for those occupying public space
SEATING: allows for people-watching, observation
of playing children, provides comfort
AGRICULTURE SPACE: open space provides excess
water to passively irrigate growing space

EXISTING
CONDITIONS

SPINE PLACEMENTadapts to
productive
canopy

CONTINUATION OF
GRID and
placement of
new homes

PUBLIC SPACEcells and spine
as intermediary

existing conditions

spine alignment

grid projection

cells and spine as
intermediary

Student Work:
Dane Carlson
Fall 2012
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Harvard University | Graduate School of Design
International Community Service Fellowship
Summer 2008

http://www.nicaestudio.blogspot.com
http://www.casas-de-la-esperanza.org/
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Public Sphere
Cities around the world are competing with
each other. Growth demands are enormous
- not only in the development of new places
to live and work, but also in the creation of
new places for social and environmental engagement. Amidst that growing density and
pressure, cities more than ever before require
humane, attractive space for people to gather
together. It is in that context that we propose
Beach Ball: not as a lonely object; another
box in the public realm, but rather a network
of possible interfaces with the city. Beach Ball
reimagines the public lakefront as the dynamic, dramatic and current recreational frontline
that the city of Chicago deserves – where urban social animals can find magic and respite.
Beach Ball enhances the lakefront to make everyday life a spectacle.

A traditional kiosk might act merely as a dispensary for products or information., coming
to your eyes and ears with no mystery or explanation to it, and hardly ever from anything
deeper than its own skin. As some recent
examples by --- will show, kiosks struggle to
push technology or a fashionable aesthetic,
yet always remaining for better or worse in the
same place as before.
What if the Kiosk could be more? Could a kiosk be more synthetic? Could it be a portal
to somewhere -- something of use rather than
simply dispensing goods? Is it too much to ask
a kiosk to inspire human emotion? Could a kiosk uncover and illuminate hidden elements of
the city? Could the kiosk create a dialog between social and environmental forces?

In contrast the “Public Sphere” (aka: Beach
Ball) has been designed to oscillate between
dynamic association and static attraction.
While each structure can individually adapt to
serve diverse functions, collectively they operate as a constellation of hotspots that link Lake
Michigan’s iconic shoreline with Chicago’s urban core.

ecological

Beach Ball sits on:

Design:
static: at rest / Beach Ball is a peacful enigmatic
form in its static state. While bold and strident amidst
the lakefront textures in its geometry, it can come alive
as people get closer - activating its paneled surface with
imagery - from informative signage to advertizing, to
conceptual artwork. It can remain closed and secure
for Park Department or vendor storage, and withstand
the harshest weather.

dynamic/closed / Beach Ball is itself a projection
surface, allowing a dynamic real-time illumination of
the lake or the city’s ecology. With a combination of
projected surfaces and vibrant built-in LED panels, it
can be seen from anywhere along the lakefront in its
dynamic/closed state.

camo a ge

slab

sand legs

dynamic/open / Beach Ball opens to act as both a
traditional kiosk and as a vibrant new social, cultural,
recreational and economic component to the contemporary lakefront landscape. With its remonvable panels
strewn around it, the commercial functions are extended to the surrounding environment, expanding its influence and potential activation.

rban

The Kiosk can situate itself in several ways depending
on siting. The Kiosk can sit directly within a prefabricated slab, or on top of a series of bent steel legs. The
legs allow for more flexible siting in various terranes.
The legs are composed from 2” steel pipes and connect
directly to the aluminum frame.

Beach Ball is secure and is well equipped with comfortable floor space for one or two workers. The removable
floor plate and double wall provides ample storage space
opportunities, supporting numerous storage needs for a
variety of vendors.

plan
The outside curved surface gives way to a comfortable
and spacious faceted interior. Hollow walls represented
here in solid black illustrate Beach Ball’s robust potential
storage capacity.
Inside the kiosk, the floor is constructed of a cnc milled
1” plywood waffle grid. The grid system is slotted together allowing for easy assembly with minimal bolted
connections. The internal voids within the grid act as
underfloor storage for the various kiosk programs. The
floor structure nests on top of the aluminum frame.
Resting on top of the grid, is a series of plywood panel
doors which act as the kiosks flooring
.

section
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Static state Beach Ball appears as a solid sphere with panels completely compressed. A main door is shown as open
to indicate the main point of access.

As Beach Ball becomes more dynamic, 6 of the surface
panels can be lifted. This provides for ventilation, as well
as providing more texture and visual interest, prompting
users focus and activation. Those extruded panels are programmed for different uses including signage.

1/3 of Beach Ball’s panels are completley removable. Those
panels become site furniture for multiple program uses, their
absence from the Beach Ball also promotes transparency and
further visual interest, drawing in users and providing opportunities for social exchange and interaction. The function
of the interior space is extended to the surrounding lakefront
environment. Vendors can activate the fenestrations or leave
them as open windows for that visual and social exchange.
See below.

Panel Construction: 3 modules

c

a is an operable pop-up panel
b is a fixed LED screen
c is removable and can be subdivided

b

b

a

c

a

Module c

as site furniture

Materials
BeachBall is fabricated from 30 modules of 3 types. Each
type allows for a unique conditions both fixed and operable: a. Operable Vent b. Fixed Screen c. Removable Urban
furniture.
Each module is constructed of 3 elements: 1. 1/4” aluminum water jet cut frame with bolted connections. 2. Vacuum
formed plastic internal and external panels 3. Rubber membrane (between aluminum & plastic panels for waterproofing.

chill spot

passive uses

active uses

work space

performance

play!

Individual modules are pre-assembled (on or off site) then
aggregated together in place creating the final form.

